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Defamation by Innuendo

This is a collection of claims regarding what SMA offers, and its superiority over “other training programs,”

which have been posted since the decision of the court in Devon Roberts v. Judy Barrett:

“Because of my own personal experience of going through a training program that left me unprepared for the

work.”

A court in Iowa begs to disagree.

“My goal is not to see how many students I can push through this program.”

And the SCI program is what, a “diploma mill?”

No training program can claim 100% success. A known statistic with regard to court reporting schools is that they

have an 80% drop-out rate. The 20% who finish court reporting school and become certified reporters comprise

the group of reporters from which well-trained scopists find their clients. My success rate with SCI is better than
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the national average for court reporting schools. In dealing with adult students, I find no need to push anyone

through my program. Maturity and self-motivation are prerequisites for success in the scoping field.

“…because they thought or believed the school they chose would fulfill its commitments.”

Further thinly veiled defamatory commentary.

“SMA is the only program that covers everything!!”

This is a false claim. “Everything” is not defined, and the SMA program is patterned heavily after “other training

programs.” In the case of SCI training, it is based on my own personal 30 years of experience in this field, and has

been in existence for more than 20 years.

(Please continue to Page 3.)
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“… and still needed to come back to SMA for more??”

Another example of the many unsubstantiated claims on the SMA site which suggest that “other programs” are

inferior, and that Devon Roberts, with her two years of training experience, will step into the breach and offer

remedial help.

“… new graduates don’t know what they don’t know.”

The seven people claimed as coming to the SIP program from SCI and Judy Barrett’s program are not “graduates.”

Nor was Devon Roberts a “graduate.” Some people are simply interested in exploring other information outside

the SCI program (perfectly reasonable, once they have finished with SCI training), and some “jump ship” before

they finish their process with me, or hope to avoid taking personal responsibility for promoting their own business.

The allure of an offer of jobs (of what quality is not known), and the offer to shepherd people over the rough spots,

is compelling to some people. A lead to a court reporter wanting scoping help is only that – a lead. It is necessary

to communicate with the reporter, acquire a sample of the reporter’s work to determine its quality, discuss rates,

and the many other details involved in a successful reporter/scopist relationship.
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No trainer with more than a very few students can offer the level of personal involvement to clients claimed on the

SMA Web site. Just like in high school and college, students have to show up and do the work. Personal

mentoring, consulting, coaching have always been a major part of the SCI training program. The student must

function independently, as the other side of the training equation, applying the principles presented in the training

process, and communicating with the instructor on a regular basis.

Check out the
list of great

scoping forums
and websites below.

Scoping Intern Program (SIP)

To find out more about this new intern
program for recently trained scopists, go
to the SIP page to find out how soon you

can get started.
SIP Page
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Developing scoping skills is tough work!!

If you are new to the scoping field, please know that you are not alone.
There are so many skills to learn and master.
I was once in your shoes after receiving what I was "told" was scoping training and had
to crawl and scrape my way through my first year. My greatest desire is for no one else
to have to experience that.
Feel free to contact me at drscoping@gmail.com if you are struggling. I will personally
do whatever I can to help you become successful soon.

“… after receiving what I was "told" was scoping training …”

Devon Roberts has very recently removed this comment from her Web site, but it was up for at least a
year, after the decision of the Magistrate in Iowa that she did, indeed, receive what was scoping
training. As did any SCI student who started and “stayed the course.”
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